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More power by networking
Whether computers communicate as equals or in a
superior-subordinate mode, the outcome is usually positive
Computer networks have evolved for reasons of economics and efficiency to permit information resident
in one computer to be shared with others, to enable
large numbers of users to have remote access to a
computing center, and to control the flow of information from one point to another. Not surprisingly,
computer networks have evolved in much the same
way as other types of networks in our society such as
those in communications, power, and transportation.
The evolutionary pattern has been to begin with
pairs, which are expanded to chains, which in turn
lead to series-parallel arrangements such as trees and
loops. The networks are interconnected in a variety of
ways-they may be based on superior-subordinate relationships, such as commonly found in task-oriented
organizations (e.g., industrial or government networks), or else they may be predicated on a more
democratic relationship because of more general goals
(e.g., networks for research and education).
In all networks, communication is initiated by one
computer. However, the ensuing transactions with respect to the initiator can be as a superior demanding
a task be done by a subordinate or simply as a request
for help.
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Some networks consist of a number of small computers used as an alternative to a single large computer. This is done to ensure that the computer structure is operational a t all times. It also can simplify
system development if functions are partitioned carefully. Such a network permits greater economy by
selecting machines that are the most cost-effective for
each part of the problem being solved, and then distributing the processes according to costs and capabilities. Such a network may be under control of either
a large or small computer.
A key element in all networks is intercomputer and
computer-to-terminal communications. A well-established trend is the use of minicomputers connected to
larger machines to handle the communications line
control functions, commonly called front-end processors. (The minis replace hardwired, inflexible communications control units.) In addition, the minicomputer may perform a variety of simple data processing
tasks on a more cost-effective basis than a large machine. The tasks include editing, calculations, and interpretation of languages such as BASIC. Although
such a simple pairwise intercommunication could
hardly be called a network, there is a trend to use interconnected computers whose functions are specialized. Another similar trend is to use remote job entry
computers as intelligent terminals, connected in the
form of a one-level tree (or star).
Some of the tasks performed by minicomputers in
controlling communications include transforming and
controlling the communications lines and modems,
controlling a wide variety of terminals (e.g., performing
character code conversion, echoing, error checking,
and speed selection), and multiplexing characters
from multiple incoming lines into a single outgoing line
to a host computer.

Network configurations
There are three basic types of network structures
(Fig. 1): directly connected networks, store-and-forward networks, and hybrid networks. The direct-connected structure provides for a direct communications
link between the transmitter and receiver. Most of today's networks operate in this manner because it offers the simplicity of a fixed communications pattern.
The structure may be a one-level hierarchy (called a
one-level tree or star), most often in the form of a
central site connected to a number of satellites.
Strictly speaking, a tree is not a network, since there
are no closed loops for alternative routes among the
links. The characteristics of directly connected networks are listed in Table I.
Store-and-forward networks contain separate
switching computers, which provide buffering to asIEEE
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sure that the networks operate smoothly regardless of
the speeds or data formats of the machines involved.
This type of network also permits any machine to
communicate with any other in the network. The
ARPA network (covered later in this article) is a good
example of this type of structure and, in the author's
opinion, large-scale networks will inevitably follow
this approach.
A hybrid configuration is a direct-connected network, but with the intermediate computer nodes providing store-and-forward capabilities. This approach
has seen little use.

[ I ] Network structures. Direct-connected networks (A)
may be configured in a number of different ways, but most
often they take the form of a star (a central computer connected to satellites). Store-and-forward networks ( 6 ) contain independent switching computers to optimize the data
flow and work assignments. In a hybrid configuration, (C),
the store-and-forward function is performed by a single,
dedicated channel in a directly connected network.

Exhaustive

Considerations in network design
An important element to successful network design
is a thorough knowledge of computer components, together with a proper definition of the information
processing problem over the life of the network. The
most important component parameters are link capacities, error rates, costs, and reliability. Processing
capacity also is an important factor and it must be
measured, not on the basic hardware, but in terms of
the operating system and languages specifying the information processing problem.
The information processing problem should be defined both in terms of data processing needs and the
location of hardware. The processing needs should be
based on the number of statements, file sizes, and the
delay time that can be tolerated for the processing
services.
The physical location requirements are based on
the economics of whether the processing equipment
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[2] Laboratory interconnection programming system is designed for control of diverse computers. At the heart of the
system is a PDP-10, which functions as the central computer. Its purpose is to file, to provide central support of
satellite computers, and to switch information.

[3] Canadian International pipeline network communicates
with minicomputers over voice-grade telephone lines. The
minicomputers are located at remote, unattended pumping
and oil storage stations along the 1900-mile pipeline.
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should be local or remote. For example, suppose it is
desired to display the output of a flow-rate meter and
there are switches with which an operator can enter
the flow-rate limits. Processing of this problem can be
handled entirely locally or at a remote computer-or
possibly even distributed among several machines (if
the information is needed elsewhere).
In designing a network, the criteria that usually
apply to components-i.e. cost, performance, and reliability-also apply to networks. Several additional
guidelines are:
0 Minimizing the number of computers and computer types tends to decrease programming costs.
0 Designing a network, where possible, with identical
components allows a variety of functions for backup.
0 Duplicating functionally specialized computers offers reliability.
0 Unless the node is replicated or made into a duplexed tree, tree-structured (star) networks are not
satisfactory for most networks that require high reliability.
0 Communication links and the protocols that establish error-free transmission are probably the least understood by computer engineers.
0 Never build a structure before competing, alternative structures have been considered.

Typical networks in use today
Several networks in use today illustrate the various
network approaches. Those covered below are the
DEC Laboratory Interconnection Programming System (LIPS), a simple tree structure; the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory system, a directly connected
network with some switching (hybrid) capability; and
the ARPA network, designed for computer network
research.
The DEC LIPS System is a general purpose, PDP10 computer for controlling a network of diverse computers. Strictly speaking, it is a one-level tree, which
permits a number of independent satellite computers
to be connected to a large central computer, as shown
in Fig. 2. Its overall function is to file, to provide central support of satellite computers, and to switch information among the computers. The network has
been implemented at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(IBM 360191, 360175, 2780, three Systems Engineering Labs 817/840s, seven PDP-4/7/15s), the Abbott
Laboratory, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (two
Control Data Corp. 6600s, one 7600), and Rolls Royce
Engine Testing Laboratory (two English Electric
KDF-9s, one IBM 360, eight PDP-8111s).
The LIPS network has appeared in various laboratories that use a number of large, scientific computers. The functions being performed by the relatively
large, general-purpose time-sharing system are:
0 Scheduling and loading of the large satellite computers. In several cases (e.g., Oak Ridge and Knolls),
the PDP-10 appears to other machines as a remote
job entry terminal. In the case of Rolls Royce, where
the PDP-10 schedules two KDF-9s, utilization of the
latter was increased from 25 percent to 75 percent
and the number of supporting operators was reduced
from 22 to 10.
0 Switching. Since there are several large machines
available, a given job can be routed to the machine
that can best handle load.
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0 Editing. Since the files reside in the PDP-10, they
can be edited locally, avoiding costly movement of
the files and trivial processing of them.
0 Interactive processing of small jobs. These tasks
are carried out in a manner akin to editing, using either interactive interpreters (e.g., APL) or load-andgo compilers (e.g., BASIC).
Pooled specialized central facilities. Printing,
punching, display, film reading, and specialized plotting are provided by the central facility.
The LIPS approach has also been used in minicomputer networks. It has seen service in laboratories
where minicomputer nodes are employed to meet real
time and preprocessing demands. These structures
are similar to the industrial control systems in which
minicomputers control individual, real time processes. The need for such a network is predicated on
the poor adaptability of a single, large computer to
meet real time response demands; poor reliability of a
single site; the high cost of simple, short wordlength
calculations required in real time preprocessing; and
the physically isolated inputs and outputs associated
with a process.
The functions usually performed at a LIPS central

computer site include:
0 Management of a central data base. Usually a significant economy results from removing file devices
from the local computers and placing them in a single
site. Overall, there is less hardware and software for
operating systems in the individual machines.
0 Centralized editing and language translation (program preparation). Large machines, which contain
large primary memories, usually provide the best facilities for minicomputer program preparation.
Pooling of spe~ialized facilities (e.g., printers,
punches, tapes, displays, plotters).
0 Significant computations that cannot be handled
at the minicomputer nodes. This permits the use of
more extensive languages such as COBOL and PL/l,
which usually are not supported by minicomputers.
The Canadian Interprovincial Pipeline (IPL) network (Fig. 3) is a one-level tree in which 44 PDP-8
minicomputers are connected to a central PDP-10
computer via several polled, synchronous, communication links. The minicomputers are located at remote, unattended pumping and oil storage stations
along the 1900 miles of the pipeline. Each minicomputer controls several large pumps, and monitors

[4] Lawrence Livermore Laboratory's Octopus network gives several hundred subscribers access to four worker computers and a central file computer. The terminal network accommodates 500 teletypewriters, 16 remote job entry consoles, keyboard-displays, and printers.
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pressures, flow rates, gravity, viscosity, power, and
other station parameters. The central site also contains a minicomputer to back up the central central
computer, but with fewer monitoring functions. The
central computer monitors and records the behavior
of the pipeline and controls the individual sections.
One advantage of such centralized control is that the
amount of electrical energy supplied to move the oil
can be optimized. Thus, the network has both local
and global control.
An alternative approach would be to multiplex all
inputs and outputs, and then transmit them to a cen-

The computer utility
To date, computer networks have been built by special classes of users. However, the next logical step
is an information utility for whole "communities,"
such as businesses, homes, and government departments, which would provide services such as credit
card transactions, printed message delivery, news
distribution, and library information retrieval. Such a
utility network might take advantage of the economy
of scale by assigning information processing tasks to
machines best able to handle a given processing
task or else they could distribute the work load
among many machines for optimum efficiency. Computer networks already take advantage of geographic
time zones to assign jobs to machines during offhours.
In the nearer future, the existence of specialized
data bases will begin to make program and file sharing desirable because of the excessive time and
costs involved in shipping data in physical form and
in the costs of maintaining and updating redundant
files. For example, we might expect to see specialized networks for libraries as a first step in retrieval
networks. Indeed, computer networks may eventually provide the only economical solution to the problem of maintaining and disseminating the information
in libraries.

tral site for control. This would require that communications lines always be operational, whereas the existing structure carries out local control at each site
without frequent intervention from the central control
computers.
The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory's Octopus network, started in 1964, appears to be the earliest, and
most general, of the general-purpose computer networks, because it provides a wide range of functions
with different computers. Several hundred simultaneous on-line users are given access to four worker
computers.
At the heart of the network (Fig. 4) are four large
worker computers (three CDC 7600s and one CDC
6600) and a central file computer (a DEC dual processor PDP-10) with access to a data cell, disk files,
and a 1012-bit IBM photostore (controlled by an IBM
1800 computer).
Hardwired 10-Mb/s links connect the large computers to the file computer. The terminal computers
and the large file are connected to the switching computer via high data rate links. The terminal network
connects over 500 teletypewriters to the four worker
computers via four PDP-8s, and the remote job entry
( W E ) network connects up to 16 remote job entry
consoles. In addition, a set of keyboard displays and
line printers are connected to all the large computers in
the system.
The main purpose of the network is to permit any
user to have access to any of the large computers so
that the network will operate even with a number of
machines down.
The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)
network was conceived in 1968 and placed in operation at four sites in 1969. As of January, 1973, 34 centers had been connected.

[S] The ARPA network structure consists of large-scale
central computers (hosts) and interface computers (IMPS
and TIPS). The TIPS were added after the network was initially designed.
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The purpose of this system is to investigate broadly
the use of a computer network; to explore an alternative method of message switching; to provide a wide
range of computing facilities to a community of computer and physical scientists, for program and file
sharing; and to permit the users to communicate with
each other in a variety of ways.
The ARPA network (Fig. 5) is a packet switching,
store-and-forward network, whose nodes consist of interface processor computers (IMPs). The computers
are linked together by up to four 50-kb/s synchronous
communication lines. Messages of u p to 8000 bits are
transmitted among central (host) computers on a
packet basis (up to 1000 bitslpacket), with a packet
delay of approximately 0.1 second when several IMPs
are involved.
A TIP (terminal interface processor) is an IMP without a host computer, but with the capability for up to
64 terminal users to access other hosts. TIPS were added after the initial network was designed, and are used
a t about one third of the sites.
The hosts are either standard, large-scale computers (e.g., PDP-10s or 3601370s using the same operating systems) or else specialized computers. The latter
type includes the ILLIAC-IV at NASA Ames, a large
360, a CDC 7600, a Burroughs B6700, the MIT Multics System, and one or two large 1012-bit files. In addition, hosts monitor and report the network activity,
provide information about documentation and programs of interest, and hold user "mailboxes" through
which individuals communicate with each other.
The network has been operated in the following
ways:
0 Remote use of computers either from a termination
on a host or via a TIP, or else on a batch or interactive basis. Since computers can be used over long distances, the network functions as a broker for computing facilities. In this way, a particular site can choose
Bell-Computer
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not to own and manage a facility, but instead to buy
file storage and computation at a variety of other
sites. Since ARPA controls the operation of the individual sites, when a site becomes overloaded, the
agency can expand the configuration or move some of
the users to another site.
0 File movement and printing. A user may retain
text or programs at one or more sites and then transfer files to particular sites for program execution.
Some of the sites have elaborate printing devices for
both arbitrary character sets and graphics.
0 Personal messages. Users can communicate with
each other in various ways. A message for another
user may be placed in a "mailbox" located a t a host.
For example, a message was placed in a mailbox of
another user at 11 p.m., requesting latest information
on the ARPA network use. By 10 a.m. the next morning, the information was available. This form of communication is faster than a letter or telegram; it is
low-cost; and it doesn't require the simultaneous
availability of the communicants. Still another advantage of the mailbox is that it permits batch processing of messages by each user.
On the other hand, users can be directly linked via
terminals, for both direct two-way and conference
real time communication. In the conference mode, a
message is broadcast to all attendees.
Finally, terminals may be cross-connected to a single program. In this mode, multiple terminals can
have their inputs and outputs connected in parallel.
Thus, one user can demonstrate a program by taking
several users through a "scenario."
0 Machine-to-machine subroutines. In the simplest
case, a user has access to a program in a given machine. If the user program requires a program on another machine, the first program calls it in a manner
akin to subroutines stored in a single computer.
0 Access to a large common data base. For example,
a loll-bit meteorological data base is being prepared
to be shared among six research sites.
The ARPA Network is important because it provides multiple links per node, so that nodes and links
can fail, but the network still functions. Although it
could have been built earlier, it require3 high-reliability, high-performance minicomputers; time-shared
system modes; and 50-kHz synchronous communication links that became available in the past few years.
The network design was carried out in an exemplary
fashion with extensive analysis, internal documentation, and technical papers. As it became operational,
measurement experiments were conducted to verify
the analytical tools it developed. It is clearly the archetype for future large-scale networks.
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